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+91 88843 00488
Bengaluru, India

github.com/narak

Skills

React, Redux
D3.js, Express.js, Flux, jQuery,

Backbone.js

MySQL, MongoDB, Redis, Oracle

Git, Webpack, Require.js

Interests
Technology.

Code, design and gadgets.

Music.
Metal, rock, electronic and some indie.

I used to play Tabla, now I fancy myself
a Guitarist.

Motorcycle.
I ride a Triumph Street Triple RS.

I do track days and occasional long
rides.

Education
Bachelor of Engineering,
Information Technology

Pune University May, 2008

Diploma, Computer Engineering
Maharashtra State Board of Technical

Education May, 2004

Work Experience - 12.1 years

Primary point of contact for all front-end design and development
Part of the leadership team that took the team from 25 to 70+ post acquisition, going
through the motions of a growing team, setting up processes, guidelines, etc.
Led the design, development and delivery of a uni[ed and centralized portal to deploy and
manage all Nutanix products
Designed and developed a framework to connect React & Redux, an ORM library to reduce
the complexity of managing large JSON objects, a Schema driven form library to make
large, deeply nested and complex forms manageable

Rebranded from Idea Device Technologies, later acquired by Nutanix
Led the front-end engineering team
Hired, mentored and built the UI engineering team from scratch, including setting
standards for the codebase and developing long-term frameworks
Designed and developed a map-like graph-based editor that is used to orchestrate server
infrastructure in React and Flux, that was one of the Calm's USPs
Developed an in-house implementation of Facebook's Flux framework spec which ran in
production for the life time of the product
Maintenance and enhancements for a legacy YUI based application
Involved in the UX design, wireframing, backend models and API design

Led the front-end team for the rewrite of the admin interface used company-wide for:
- Customer support
- Inventory management
- Ticket management
- Map/location based delivery slotting and route management
- D3/Google charts based trend reports
Developed an in-house Javascript + PHP MVC library tied in with dynamic module loading
for performance optimizations
Weekly deployment and maintenance
Assisted in the development of Android and HTML5 based mobile applications
Improved the performance and responsiveness of the main e-commerce portal

First employee to join and the last employee to leave! Saw it grow to a 10+ member team,
before the founders decided to shut shop.
Development and prototyping of product concepts revolving around location-based
services focused on mobile devices and the social networks
Developed the REST services and the web application
Took part in the UX design and development
Developed push capability using websockets for the web application
Part of the services team involved in the development for a US based [nance startup

Developed and maintained a B2B portal written using Java Spring MVC, iBatis for Oracle,
and Dojo/DWR for the front-end for Boeing's 787 Dreamliner; serving as the single point of
entry and authentication to a suite of other airline maintenance products.

Nutanix - Senior Manager, Engineering Since Aug, 2016

Calm.io - Technical Lead Dec 2013 to Aug 2016

ZopNow.com - Senior Software Engineer Feb 2013 to Dec 2013

abkya - Member of Technical Staff Jan 2012 to Jan 2013

Infosys Ltd. - Senior Systems Engineer Aug 2008 to Dec 2011


